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Essentials

Each item requires one answer. The connections are stronger within a
certain context and knowledge is required on the domain of the clues to a
specific extent, for both types of questions. You may use any kind of
reference material you see fit, but please work alone. Explanations are
welcome and can be helpful in scoring your submission. The items are not
arranged by level of difficulty.
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The Test

2.1

Analogies

Example: water : liquid :: ice : solid
1. panel : sunlight :: sail : ?
2. low : high :: woofer : ?
3. human : clothes :: animal : ?
4. terminate : suspend :: permanent : ?
5. previous : next :: backspace : ?
6. rain : evaporate :: snow : ?
7. mass : charge :: gravity : ?
8. event : notification :: call : ?
9. map : coordinate :: matrix : ?
10. envelope : bubble-wrap :: car : ?
11. speech : document :: interpret : ?
12. salt : sand :: solution : ?
13. device : coolant :: human : ?
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14. sprocket : chain :: cog : ?
15. infantry : general :: navy : ?

2.2

Associations

Example: (shelf, library, read):book
1. sough, twist, trumpet
2. residence, tire, pitch
3. air, control, treatment
4. address, compress, dress
5. slave, academic, excel
6. hi-fi, keynote, language
7. kind, order, criterion
8. shape, sword, conclusion
9. URL, sentence, circle
10. sip, sports, toast
11. relationship, meeting, day
12. head, cell, micro
13. husband, wife, socks
14. e-mail, unpleasant, sample
15. countdown, grade, tick
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Thank you!

Thank you for solving Verbatim !
Please visit http://verbatim.highrangeiqtests.com for more
information on how to submit your answers.
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